The role of autonomic and baroreceptor reflex control in blood pressure dipping and nondipping in rats.
This study hypothesized that the sleep-wake cycle is the major determinant factor affecting blood pressure (BP) dipping in rats and that the sympathovagal imbalance during quiet sleep is associated with the degree of BP fall. Polysomnographic recording was performed by telemetry on freely moving Wistar-Kyoto rats over 24 h. Active waking and quiet sleep stages were scored using electroencephalogram and electromyogram. BP dipping was assessed as the percentage decline in SBP from dark active waking to light quiet sleep. About 38% of the rats were classified as dippers (>10% dip) and 62% as nondippers (<10% dip). Among the dipper rats, as compared to dark active waking, the R-R interval and high-frequency power of heart rate variability (a cardiac vagal index) were increased, whereas low-frequency power of blood pressure variability [(BLF), a vascular sympathetic index)] was decreased in light quiet sleep. The sleep-wake cycle rather than the light-dark cycle played the major role in determining BP dipping. The light-dark change in R-R interval, BLF during dark active waking, and baroreflex sensitivity indices during quiet sleep were significantly lower among nondipper rats than among dipper rats. Correlation analysis revealed that BLF during dark active waking as well as high-frequency power of heart rate variability and baroreflex sensitivity indices during light quiet sleep were correlated with the BP dipping percentage. This study confirms that the sleep-wake cycle is more important than the light-dark cycle in determining BP dipping. Moreover, lower baroreflex control and parasympathetic activity during quiet sleep as well as lower sympathetic activity during active waking are associated with reduced BP dipping.